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1. INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction
This manual is intended as an introduction to bird monitoring and census
techniques. Counting birds, or indeed any animals or plants, is probably one of the
most underestimated aspects of biology and field ecology. People often assume
that all one has to do is go out there and count. Regrettably it is not quite that easy.
The take-home message of this document is to instill upon the reader that in order
to conduct appropriate and meaningful monitoring they must first start by asking
questions. What exactly do they want to know? Do they want a total count of all
bird species or a general idea of what may be present at certain times of the year?
If the questioner wants to know how to manage habitat to the benefit of birds and
other wildlife then clearly they will also need to ask additional questions about the
habitat, vegetation and the broader ecological environment. Having established
the appropriate questions, the observer should then decide how this can be done
in such a way that is practical, meaningful and achievable. It would be unfortunate
to have designed a great study if the resources of time, personnel, finance and
equipment were limited and/or not available. Consequently, it is important to
realistic as to what you can do.
Many individuals may start a study with sincere and good intentions. They have
organised their thoughts and have devised a good program but have not paid
enough attention to what they will do with the data, and how it will be stored and
subsequently analysed. It is not uncommon for these data to languish in a file and
never see the light of day. In truth, we are just as guilty of this as anyone but we
should all strive to communicate our findings and our hard work in the field. Thus
the writing of a report that details what questions were asked, how the work was
done, and the findings and conclusions of that work is essential. We submit that
one of the important aims of the bird monitoring workshop is to form the basis for
long-term monitoring of the birds and their habitat. It is only with these data that
informed species and habitat management may be achieved.
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2. PURPOSE AND DESIGN IN COUNTING BIRDS

2. Purpose and Design in Counting Birds
2.1 Bird Identification
We shall deal with bird identification in much more detail during the course and
in particular in the field but the following are important things to consider when
seeking to identify birds. The clues to look for are, 1. the birds plumage and colour,
(2) behaviour, (3) habitat type and apparent preference, (4) bird’s silhouette, (5) the
bird vocalization, and (6) the typical range or likely occurrence in your area. All of
these are equally important and we shall consider each of these in detail during the
classroom and field sessions of the workshop.

2.2 Bird Monitoring Programs
A monitoring program should ideally provide at least two types of data: (1) an
estimate of population size and (2) habitat data to link the population estimate or
density to specific habitat information. A third data source might include information
about the populations, e.g., nesting success. In general a monitoring program
should take a community approach and monitor all species within a given habitat.
However, separate monitoring may be required for some target species, e.g.,
bridled quail dove on St. Eustatius, tropicbirds on Saba, burrowing owls on the ABC
islands.
With any monitoring program it is important to (1) decide the objectives and goals,
(2) determine whether monitoring is the way to achieve these goals, (3) specify
the questions to be asked, (4) identify the appropriate monitoring method that
most directly focuses on the monitoring questions or objectives, (5) consider
how the data will answer your questions, (6) identify the costs, logistics, time
required verses other non-monitoring efforts/activities, probable extent and length
of monitoring, (7) identify how the data will be summarized, stored, analysed
and communicated to others, and (8) write a study plan and have an appropriate
person review it. The last point is probably the most important component as
data in itself does not necessarily mean it will be useful or suitable for meaningful
analyses.
Bird monitoring will assist in answering important conservation questions that
would otherwise be difficult. For example, for species of ‘conservation concern’ one
would wish to know how the population has changed, by how much, and whether
this pattern of change was consistent in all the areas or habitats monitored.
It is only by answering these fundamental questions will one know whether
conservation management has been appropriate and successful.
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2.3 Birds as Environmental Indicators
In general, birds are easy to census as they can, with practice, be readily identified.
They are often conspicuous, have diagnostic calls or song, and many have bright
colours or distinct behaviour that facilitates observation. Within the U.K., bird
population monitoring is being used as one of the Government’s set of indicators
for sustainable development. In general bird populations are considered to be a
good indicator of the broad state of wildlife and the countryside because they tend
to be near the top of the food chain occupy a wide range of habitats, and thus are
good for monitoring environmental change. Prior to modern instruments, canaries
were used by coal miners to act as an early warning of unsafe air to breath. An
understanding of bird populations provides an early warning system of the “health”
of the environment/habitats in which we find them. As such monitoring bird
populations may inform how conservation management may be applied and then
measures the success of these efforts.

2.4 Choosing a Method
It is important to understand that what ever census method is employed one must
maintain this consistently for results to be comparable within and between sites
and through time. An inconsistently employed field method will break down the
usefulness of the monitoring program. When considering the census or survey
method you should consider the selection of monitoring stations and establishing
their permanence so that observers are returning to the exact position in
subsequent surveys. Consider the timing and frequency of your surveys depending
on the questions you are asking. If for example you wish to know the species
composition of birds in a specific area one cannot usually do this in one or two visits
or indeed one or two seasons. Certainly if one wishes to obtain population estimates
over time, then one must be prepared for the level of commitment this type of study
requires. If however, if one is only interested in migratory species, of species such
as seabirds that typically only come to land to nest, then the surveys might be
limited to a relatively narrow time period around the spring and autumn migration.
In general most people wish to know how populations are changing throughout the
year and thus they should consider a minimum of four surveys spread through the
year. Indeed, it is common for many species within the tropics to nest throughout
the year (e.g., many pigeon and seabird species) and thus one is often required to
reflect this nesting behaviour in the level of survey effort.
There is no prefect method for counting birds as they all have their weaknesses.
The key is recognizing these weaknesses and using the data appropriately. The
accuracy of the method and the precision of the results is an important issue and
we discussed this in more detail in section 2.3 below.
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2. PURPOSE AND DESIGN IN COUNTING BIRDS

Observers need to identify whether they are interested in distributional studies,
total counts, sample population estimates or other measures of relative abundance.

2.5 Issues, Problems and Sources of Error
Bias and accuracy are key components of any survey. In order to reduce the level
of bias observers typically use many more than one observation or data point.
Even if it were possible to reduce the level of errors the variability within a given
habitat will require more than one sampling event. But how many samples are
enough and how can we know we have sufficient sample size?  A scientific way to
know this is involves using a ‘power analysis’. However, one also has to consider
the number of people available, how much time can be devoted to the task and
several other practical issues. Consequently, there’s no easy answer to this
question and again it will in part depend on the questions you ask at the beginning.
Where possible samples should be selected at random. Random means that each
measurement has an equal opportunity of being selected as part of the sample.
However, assurance of a truly representative sample or number of samples is in
itself not always guaranteed. If one is able to consider the sampling to be taken
at random, with a known source and extent of potential error, then one is able to
make legitimate conclusions about that population, even though a relatively small
population or area has been measured.
A number of sampling events is called ‘replication’. A series of repeated measures
or replicates increases the probability of the natural variability being included and
thus one can have more confidence that your data is representative. Sometimes,
when surveys or sampling has taken place, it may be worthwhile to look at or analyse
a small subset of these data first. This subset should be selected randomly from the
larger data set and used to inform how you might assess the large data set.
It is essential that the experimental design is well planned and considered. There
are many complex designs that one could employ, but often it is best to keep it simple.
If your study design is heavily biased the resulting data might be meaningless.
Inaccuracy means that the results may overestimate or underestimate the ‘true’
value. Consequently, under such circumstances it may be impossible to compare
habitats, study sites, areas, or data collected at different times of year or within
different years. As we have indicated above, errors or inconsistencies may
completely invalidate your results and you should be alert to employing the exact
same method each time. For example if you are conducting a series of point counts
or transects, write down the instructions regarding the number of observers, the
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time of day, the precise details of what is to be collected, record any environmental
data the same way every time and ensure all data requirements are completed
(e.g., complete the weather information, the name of the observer, the date, start
and finish times). Do not wait until you get back to your office or room. Fill out the
data sheets or information in the field.
Stratified sampling may be necessary when species may be more abundant in
one habitat than another. Additionally, you may wish to survey the same species of
birds within different habitats. Typically, it is often better to sample each habitat type
independently and thereby obtain a population estimate for each habitat. Stratified
sampling is generally preferable to completely random sampling, but very often these
are combined to achieve randomly stratified sampling. Let’s assume you have
an area that has four main habitat types but they are unequal in terms of size (or
perhaps quality or some other measure). Let us also assume you only have time and
the logistics available for a total of 20 point counts. How should they be distributed?
Table 1. Stratified Sampling in Proportion to Habitat Size
Habitat

Size
(Hectares)

%

Point Counts

A

15

46.9

9

B

9

28.1

6

C

5

15.6

3

D

3

9.4

2

Total

32

100.0

20

Our four habitat types are, A = 15 hectares, B = 9 hectares, C= 5 hectares, and D
= 3 hectares. The total area to be surveyed is 32 hectares. The percentage column
indicates the percentage of each habitat from the total of 32 hectares. Thus the
total number of point counts (20) should be allocated to the different habitat types
in proportion to that habitat abundance. Thus, for habitat A 15 hectares x 46.9% =
9 point counts. Having allocated the number of point counts to each habitat, then
each point count station should be randomly located within that habitat. The selection
of point count stations are then identified using a randomly stratified sampling
method. If you had equally distributed your 20 point count stations between the
four habitats you would have obtained 5 stations per habitat but totally biased your
sampling and potentially its accuracy.
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Systematic sampling is when the observer covers a specific area but with a
random start location. It is feasible, but perhaps unlikely, that randomly selected
locations might all be close to each other or concentrated in one habitat.
Systematic sampling involves arranging sampling locations in a specific pattern but
have a random start place.
Birds are mobile animals and thus difficult to obtain complete population counts.
The difference between the real estimate and your count is considered to be the
error. In this case the term is being used as a statistical term and not the more
common use of the word, ‘a mistake.’ Understanding the size of the ‘error’ is
important and informs one’s interpretation of the population estimate.
The observers themselves may introduce pronounced bias. Some observers
tend to count high or low or may be more or less experienced than others. Thus
variability in observer skills or experience can dramatically influence the survey
results. If the observer is using a transect method, the speed at which they move
along the transect may vary between individuals. Someone who moves faster
along the survey route is more likely to miss some birds. Consequently, it is
important to try and standardise these variables and thereby minimise humaninduced bias. In some cases, less experienced observers will ask others to join
them with the counts. This is understandable but unless this will be the general
procedure its best if the observer is also the same person recording the birds.
Additional people may cause unwanted disturbance and thus the count is not
representative of the area or habitat. If for safety reason a second observer is
involved, it is important that they do not point to, or otherwise draw the observers
attention to, any birds that the supplemental observer has seen. Point counts
should not be used as bird identification training exercises as those skills and
gained experience should be conducted separately.
The habitat within which birds are being counted can have a dramatic effect on
the estimated count. It is likely that birds are easier to spot and identify within an
open grassland habitat verses a dense scrub or forest habitat. Many observers
record the birds based on hearing the bird’s song or call and the ability to hear
the vocalization will in part be a function of the vegetation density and species
composition.
The birds themselves introduce some bias as some species are bright, noisy,
and relatively tame, whereas other species may be camouflaged and very shy,
often concealing themselves from human presence. Birds that move in groups or
fly over in flocks will be more conspicuous than the small, single, ground-dwelling
individuals.
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For non-resident species, their migratory behaviour will place them outside the
survey area during some months or seasons of the year (e.g, warbler or shorebird
species). Alternatively the season may be related to a species’ nesting or general
activity. Birds that are establishing and maintaining nesting territory tend to be more
vocal than at other times of the year and thus more easily detectable.
The time of day may influence bird activity and result in marked differences in
bird behavior and hence detectability through the day. Many song bird species are
very active in the hour or so after dawn, and in the tropics, the hour or so before
nightfall. Thus the daily (diurnal) activity may vary through the day. Observers
should ensure that surveys are conducted consistently and within the same daily
time period.
Most wildlife will respond to marked changes in the weather. Bird behaviour may
vary during rain, strong winds, prolonged or excessive heat (or cold). Not only
will birds respond to different environmental conditions, i.e., strong winds, the
observer’s ability to detect birds during these conditions may be compromised as
they cannot hear the bird song or the birds are flying less frequently and are less
easily detected.
We urge you to consider the type, sources and extent of potential bias to your
observations. Your data will be meaningless if you do not standardise your data
collection and minimize potential sources of bias or error.

2.6 What Birds Are Recorded in the Survey Area
All birds seen or heard within the prescribed area are counted by species. Where
possible try to use the four-letter species code as this will speed the recording of
your observation.

Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance
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3. Transects
Bird survey transects can be carried out on foot, by vehicle, boat or aircraft and
simply refer to a census method along a fixed line of observation. Bird transects
are best for more open habitat. For bird transects within the islands it is probably
best to reduce the transect length to units of 100 meters. You could have a long
transect of 500 – 1,000 meters, but summarize your data in 100 meter units. The
width of the transect will be a function of the habitat type and density and where
possible observers should try to keep this constant between transects. Typically
observers may wish to have a transect width of 10 meters on each side of your
transect line. Thus, a 100 meter transect length will have a total survey area of
10 meters + 10 meters = 20 meters x 100 meters = 2,000 square meters (m2) or
0.2 ha. Identify in advance the time allocated for the survey and try to maintain a
steady pace along the transect route. Do NOT spend unreasonable amounts of
time trying to count or identify specific birds. Do your best and continue looking
either side and around as you move slowly but steadily forward.
Observers record all birds seen or heard within the transect area. Birds flying over
head should be recorded separately. In Table 2. we have generated a fictitious
data set. In this example we surveyed three 100-meter sections and summed the
number of birds by species for each section. We did not include the ‘overhead’ or
‘fly-over’ birds. The number of birds per 100-meter is shown and the sum of each
section is 1.45, 1.25 and 3.75 respectively.
Species diversity or richness varies between the sections and ranges from 7, 4,
and 5 species per section. Typically higher species diversity represents a more
complex community. More detailed analysis of these sections might include
‘species diversity index’, that combines the number of individuals and the species
diversity within a community. Comparing species diversity indices may be used to
provide a more robust statistical comparison between communities.
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Table 2. Example of Transect Count
Transect
Section

1

2

3

Species

Count

Overhead

Birds/100m

CGDO

10

2

0.5

BANA

7

0.35

SHCO

1

0.05

BTPA

3

BFGR

5

0.25

LABU

2

0.1

AMKE

1

0.05

CGDO

5

BANA

5

0.25

LABU

3

0.15

BFGR

12

0.6

CGDO

25

1.25

BFGR

12

0.6

BANA

8

0.4

LABU

5

0.25

RODO

25

1.25

1

2

0.15

Section
Density
(/100m)

Birds/ha-1

1.45

7.35

1.25

6.25

3.75

18.75

0.25

When conducting transects, some birds may be seen briefly as they fly away or
dash for cover. It is therefore very important to become familiar with the species in
your area so that fleeting glimpses can be identified.     
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4. Point Counts
Point counts are probably the most commonly used technique for counting birds
amongst vegetation. An observer stands at a pre-determined spot of station
and waits for two minutes for any birds that may have been disturbed by their
approach to the area to settle. Standing at the same location the observer imagines
a glass bubble around them and they record each bird seen or heard within and
outside the area survey area. Counts typically last for 3 to 5 minutes, and each bird
seen or heard is counted once. Consequently, observers need to be aware of the
birds they have already counted and whether those birds move. Otherwise multiple
counting of the same individuals may occur. Typically observers see or hear most
birds within a short time period. Longer point counts may provide a more accurate
count but have the disadvantage of having to keep track of individual birds.
There are essentially three point count methods. The first is a fixed radius where the
observer stands at a fixed point and records all birds seen or heard within a precribed
radius e.g., 20 meters. There are several biases with this approach but it is relatively
easy albeit within a relatively small area. The second approach may be termed the
two distance method where observations are categorized by the numbers of birds
seen within a prescribed distance and the number of birds seen outside that distance
and up to infinity. The third method is the exact distance method where the exact
distance to each recorded bird is noted. There is no doubt that the third approach
is probably more accurate than the other techniques and lends itself to computer
analysis. The third method also reduces various inherent biases, but can also be
complicated for persons not used to these types of analyses.
We shall use a modified version of the third, exact distance method. In other
words we will measure the distances to individual birds but will not use computer
software to calculate our densities. We will use the distance information to assess
or establish a detectability curve for different species and habitats. But our
density estimates will be calculated the same way as though we were using a fixed
point method. We will most likely assume a radius of 20 meters to provide a survey
area of 1256.8 square meters (m2)1. But we will decide together what is most
appropriate for the habitat type and vegetation density.
We will use part of the data in Table 2 as an example. In particular we will use
the information from section #2 (copied below as Table 3) and will assume this
was collected during a point count. In this example we have four species, CGDO,
BANA, LABU, BFGR.
1
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The area of a circle is calculated from Pi (3.14) x the radius squared.
Thus, 3.14x20^2= 1,256 sq. m (m2) or 0.32 acres.
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Table 3. Example of Point Count Station Data
Species

Number of Individuals

Species Density

CGDO

5

16.1

BANA

5

16.1

BTEM

3

9.66

BFGR

12

38.6

Total/Overall

25

20.13

We also assume that our point count radius is 20 meters. The area of our point count
station is thus Pi * r^2 = 3.14*20^2 = 1,256 sq.meters, or 0.13 ha. and 0.32 acres. To
make life easy we have used our EXCEL spreadsheet to calculate our species-specific
densities for us and obtain a range of density from 9.66 birds / acre to 38.6 birds/acre.
The overall, weighted mean, is 20.13 birds / acre.
If the observer is recording weather or habitat information it is important to record
this at the end of the point count.
Point stations may be selected randomly or laid out systematically within the study
area. We have discussed above how a stratified approach may best represent an
area and variably sized habitat.
The following assumptions listed by Bibby et al. (2000), should be considered in
the application of, or suitability of, point counts,
1. Birds do not approach the observer or flee.
2. Birds are 100% detectable at the observers location
3. Birds do not move from their ‘snapshot’ location before detection
4. Birds behave independently from each other
5. Violations of the above assumptions do not interact with habitat or
elements of study design
6. Distance estimates are accurate
7. Birds are correctly and fully identified
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5. SPECIFIC CHALLENGES AND ISSUES FOR
MONITORING BIRDS IN THE TROPICS
5. Specific Challenges and Issues for
Monitoring Birds In the Tropics
Many of the established techniques for monitoring bird populations are based on
studies in temperate latitudes. The following notes derived from Bibby et al. (2000)
consider various issues and uncertainties. We have also introduced some other
simpler methods that may be helpful in the Caribbean.
1. Number of species: In general the species composition for most Caribbean islands
is known but is poorly documented. Very few biologists have studied some of the
birds in the Dutch Caribbean and thus some basic information is missing.
2. Species Density: We suspect that the relative density of many species is low.
This in itself makes counting difficult and population estimates and accuracy a
challenge.
3. Seasonality: For some species the seasonality of their activities is unknown.
For these species, we may miss-interpret the actual numbers if we are
surveying at the wrong time of year because we are unsure when they are
most active and thereby more easily and more accurately counted.
4. Varying Lifestyles: Bird species in the tropics demonstrate a greater range of
varying lifestyles and behaviour than their counterparts in temperate climes.
5. Calling Rates: Several tropical species have relatively low calling or
vocalization rates, e.g., trembler, Caribbean elaenia and thus are less readily
detectable.
6. Vegetation Density and Access: Dense tropical vegetation makes census work
physically difficult for the observer to move around and /or hear and see bird
species. The tree canopy height can be high and thus difficult to see, identify
and count birds. Access through dense thorn scrub or along steep (volcanic)
slopes/cliffs deep ravines or sea cliffs may be difficult. Thus complete coverage
may be impossible in some areas and /or random components of surveys may
be difficult to achieve.
The following simpler methods may be more suitable for some locations within the
Caribbean and should be considered where necessary. The following approaches,
proposed by Bibby et al. (2000) may enhance or supplement more detailed
techniques typically used in temperate latitudes.
1. Prior knowledge and expection: Collate available local bird information
to inform how one might best survey a particular species. The lack of
formal training in bird surveys does not mean that local people cannot
make a significant contribution to where birds may be or how the bird
numbers may have changed over time.

16
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5. SPECIFIC CHALLENGES AND ISSUES FOR
MONITORING BIRDS IN THE TROPICS
2. Learning the Birds: It is essential that observers know the birds well
and can recognize their calls and /or songs. This is particularly true when
surveying in dense or difficult terrain and you only have milliseconds to get
as much information as you can in order to identify a bird.
3. Time of Day: The daily activity pattern is unknown for many tropical
species. Without this basic understanding it will be difficult to know when
appropriately timed surveys should take place.
4. Micro-habitat: Some bird species have very specific habitat requirements
and in many cases these are known for tropical bird species.
5. Altitude: Altitudinal range or distribution can be very important in the
tropics. Even on Saba and St. Eustatius, we suspect there is clear
influence of altitude upon some species and this may vary at certain times
of year or during part of their life cycle.
6. Fruit or Focal Trees: As the ecology of many tropical species is poorly
known it is sometimes useful to survey or census some species at known
concentration points. For some species, e.g., parrots, it may be more
helpful to know which tree species are fruiting and thus provide a focal
point for parrot counts. Similarly some flowering plants or trees may have
seasonal attraction to other bird species such as hummingbirds, that may
be missed if observers are not attuned to such behavior.
7. Observation Points: Unobstructed vantage points provide ideal locations
to monitor otherwise difficult species or terrains. For example, the rim of
the Quill on St. Eustatius would be ideal as a vantage point location to
count hummingbirds, and pigeons in the area.
8. Flocking Behaviour: Many tropical bird species in the tropics can be found
in multi-species flocks. This can often be difficult to watch or count but these
social flocking activities may be associated with food relative abundance
e.g., ant swarms or other food concentrations e.g., fruiting trees.
9. Target Species: Conservation priorities may require specific studies for
some species. In such cases it may be likely that species-specific survey
methods need to be developed. For example, the bridled quail dove on
St. Eustatius appears to concentrate on the slopes of the reserve but the
micro-habitat that it uses is largely unknown. Surveys focused on specific
questions may lead to appropriate conservation actions and management
that would otherwise not be possible without targeted research or study.
In each of the above activities it would be important to establish timed counts, so
that counts per unit effort may be established. Even casual walking around an area
can yield helpful information if it is done in a systematic manner. For example the
collection of a species list for specific areas with a known level of effort (time per visit)
allows simple but helpful information to be collected within a standardised format.
Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance
Safeguarding nature in the Dutch Caribbean
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6. COLONIAL SPECIES

6. Colonial Species
We do not propose to provide a detailed approach to colonial or seabird species
as the focus of the monitoring workshop is primarily land birds. Counting seabirds
varies tremendously by the species of interest and almost every species has its
own technique. However, colonial birds provide both excellent opportunities to
rapidly gain considerable data but also many logistics and practical challenges.
For a colonial species  it is important to define and delineate the study area.  
Photographs taken from marked view points help to ensure that the observer
is recording the exact same section of a colony or area. When seabirds are
spread along sections up and down a slope or along a cliff line it is important to
permanently divide the area into sections for easier counting.
The standard counting unit for seabirds is the number of nests or pairs. It may not
be possible to spend the time one would wish to monitor the establishment of a
pair or nest site. Consequently, one’s suspicions of nesting activity may be listed as
an AOT, an ‘apparently occupied territory’, or AON, an ‘apparently occupied nest’.
Direct counts of seabirds at nests should indicate whether one or two adults are
present.
Include the following information


Number of observers



Count all flying birds before entering study area



Obtain aerial photographs (if possible)



Do not visit nesting birds at night and immediately prior to and after egg
laying (may cause desertion)



Space observers apart and then proceed to count the ‘colony’ through a
systematic search of nesting area, at walking pace
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Record:


Date, location, time, observer names, other?



Number of nests/clutches



Clutch size



Number of adults



Number of chicks/young



Immature birds



Minimize visit time



Predated eggs/young



From observation point note return of colony to “normal” activity
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7. MEASURING HABITAT

7. Measuring Habitat
There are a number of different ways one could measure or
delineate habitat. One of the easiest is to produce a habitat
map similar to the one in Figure 1.
In this example, habitat has been identified and
characterized. It would be useful to generate a habitat map
for each survey location or island. The delineation of habitat
can then be used to assess change in the extent of individual

Figure 1. Habitat mapping. A relatively
simple but important conservation tool

parcels or area of habitat over time. When the distribution of
specific birds or nest are known these may be overlaid on to
the habitat map and a pattern or relationship between habitat
and bird distribution may emerge, see for example Figure 2. In
this example we can see a strong relationship between habitat
type and the distribution of birds.
The method we shall primarily use for habitat or vegetation
assessment is a modified form of foliage height index (FHI).
A schematic diagram of this is presented in Figure 3.
A FHI is generated at each point count location or at stratified

random points throughout your study area. The intention is to identify the extent or type

Figure 2.

of vegetation at different levels or heights.  Typically the ground level is referred to as ‘0’
and then the extent or percent of vegetation at different 1 meter levels is recorded.
In Figure 3. we can see the variation in the density of the vegetation at different
levels or layers. The observer would record the percent vegetation
within a prescribed distance from a central point – typically the
same location from which the bird information would be recorded.
The radius of the observed area is typically the same as the
recording area for birds. The intention is to be able to relate bird
distribution to variability within the habitat. This may also reveal
how changes within the habitat may influence changes in the
bird species composition and/or abundance. The radius of the
Figure 3. Foliage Height Index (FHI). Layers of
vegetation used to record structural diversity

recording area will in part be a function of the type and density of
the habitat, but where possible, observers should strive to obtain
similarly sized recording areas between recording stations.
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8. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
9. EVALUATION AND INTERPRETATION

8. Environmental Data
Field observers typically record weather data with all their biological data.
Weather data are important as it assists in ensuring that the biological data were
recorded during the same conditions. It may also provide additional insight into
the factors that influence bird distribution levels of relative abundance. However, it
is important that these data can be recorded quickly and efficiently and in general
should not be recorded prior to a point count or transect, but immediately after the
bird information has been collected. We provide an example of typical weather
information in the appendix. The most useful information is, ambient temperature,
humidity, wind speed, wind direction and cloud cover,

9. Evaluation and Interpretation
The interpretation and evaluation of the data are important steps in the inventory
and monitoring process. This is not a formal process but it is critical to understand
the implication of your results. By interpretation we mean an attempt to “explain or
tell the meaning of” the data. In such explanations the observer may suggest likely
or probable causes or links between their findings and observed effects. However,
this should be done cautiously as linking cause and effect is often fraught with
difficulty.
The observer may re-evaluate the data or methods used and find that their
good-faith effort and design at the beginning of the study did not quite address
the question they hoped to answer. Many scientific papers will acknowledge the
limitations or biases of their study. This is important as the reader should know the
issues and context related to the investigation or study.
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10. WRITING THE REPORT

10. Writing the Report
It is a sad fact that many projects generate good data that never see the light of day
because they were not properly analysed and presented. They also need to be of
sufficient quality so that appropriate conclusions may be made.
We have stated above that the study needs to be well designed
and should where possible include external review and comment.
Writing is important. If you do not communicate to others so
they can understand your findings and know the management
implications for your results, then the resource (e.g., birds) may not
be managed properly.
Yet again, it is important to proceed your action i.e., writing, by
thinking. Ask yourself, who are my readers, the public, other park
staff, scientists, school children? Think and plan your writing so
that it is appropriate for your readership. You would certainly be
unlikely to write the same text about bird populations on your
island if your audience was the park manager verses 6- or 7-year
old children. What is it you want to communicate? What should
be included and what should be left out of your writing?
You should be realistic as to how long it takes to complete your
writing. Some people seem to write effortlessly while others languish over every
word. Be honest with yourself and set realistic writing goals. Sometimes it is
possible to write sections of your report as you proceed. On some occasions this is
not always possible and you only may wish to start writing when all the analysis is
completed.
Organise your writing so that you and the reader clearly understand what your study
aims were (introduction). How you achieved them (your methods), what you found
(results), and how this fits into the bigger picture (discussion).
We are lucky that computers can help with the organization of tables and can make the
process of writing much easier. But do not forget the illustrations or graphs. These can
take time and may be the best and easiest way to show your data.
Draft your outline and use this as a guide to put your thoughts on paper quickly. Just
use the outline as a guide and try not to dwell on it. Its likely that your ideas will change
as you go along, so don’t spend too much time generating an outline.
Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance
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10. WRITING THE REPORT

Always keep a copy of your text as you never know what
might happen to your computer.
It is helpful to the reader if you generate a summary. If you
are writing a lengthy report or document, summarize each
section so that the reader can understand the main points
of that section in a few sentences.
Clear writing comes from clear thinking and re-writing. Rewriting entails self editing. By re-writing you can sharpen
your text and get to the point. Long multi-word sentences are
not easy to read or understand. Keep them short but not so
brief they are choppy. As a general rule sentences should be
around 15 words or less.
Use your spell checker to correct spelling errors. Content
errors are less easy to spot when you have been close to
a document for some time. If you have time, take a break,
sleep on it and then re-read the text with fresh eyes. This often helps to sort out
mistakes and silly errors.
Where possible seek out colleagues to review your text. No-one finds it easy to
accept that their ‘work of art’ could have mistakes or is not easily understood. It
may be a humbling experience but its better to have a document checked before
you send it out for publication or formal review. Would you really want your boss to
read silly spelling errors or confusing sentences?
As you re-write and revise, work carefully. Incorporate the needed revisions and
carefully copy edit your text for errors. Check the numbers in the tables again and
then once more. When all these corrections are made, try to take a rest from the
document one more time. Then come back and give it your final read-through and
pick-up those little errors or changes in writing that you thought you had finished with.
Good luck and have fun.
Adrian del Nevo
November 2010
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12. APPENDICES

12. Appendices
12.1 Transect Count Survey Protocol
Aim:
To assess the species composition and abundance of birds along prescribed
transects.
Study Approach
The survey approach will follow procedures outlined by Bibby et al (2000). Bird
data will be collected using a standardized transect counts (Bibby e al 2000) and
will provide information on bird species composition, abundance and density within
prescribed areas and/or habitats of the site. The start and end location for each
transect are to be determined.
Transect Location and Details of Observations
For each study location at least 5 x 100 meter sections will be identified and
transect counts performed. The specific locations of transects will be based on
stratified sampling of habitats with randomised start locations.  Stratification will
be based on the areas that have apparently suitable habitat for terrestrial birds.
In order to minimize overlap between sites and/or the potential to multi-count
the same individual birds, the individual transect lines (not the sections within
a transect line) 500m apart. The start and end location for each section of the
transect will be noted using a GPS.
Observations will begin within one hour of dawn and will continue until
approximately mid-morning (ca. 11:00am), but may end earlier if the observers
believe that activity has declined and the surveys may not be accurately
representing the bird community. Typically, non-aquatic (terrestrial) bird activity
declines with increasing ambient temperature. Thus, observers will consider the
weather conditions, particularly temperature, when deciding to terminate a survey
effort. Transect counts will not take place during rain or wind conditions greater
than 20mph. A description of the habitat type, structure and condition will be made
at each point location during one of the survey visits. Observers will record the date
as dd/mm/yyyy.
Transect Count Method
Observers will walk to the start of a transect line and will wait for at least two
minutes for the birds to settle following possible disturbance by the observer.
The observer will walk a constant steady pace along the pre-determined transect
and the data entered into the corresponding field recording sheet. Observers will
record all birds seen or heard both within and outside a 20m band on either side
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of the transect line. The identification technique i.e., visual ‘V’ or audible ‘A’ will be
noted. Only one person will conduct the count and their name will be entered onto
the Point Count Field Sheet. Birds that are clearly flying well above the site and
apparently not associated with the site will not be included on the survey sheet. If
necessary, observers may use binoculars to aid identification. On completion of the
transect count the observer will walk quietly to the next section or transect location
and repeat the recording process. Training and quality control of field worker’s
bird identification skills and their ability to estimate distance will be provided (e.g.,
through tape playback) but not during the point count surveys. The training will also
assist in minimizing variability between observers.
Data Quality Control and Quality Assurance
At the end of each section and each transect the observer will check that the
information and data are complete and legible. Data will subsequently be
transposed to an electronic data sheet (Excel) prior to analysis. A check of a
random 20% of the data set will be performed to ensure that no transcriptions
errors exist between the field data sheets and the electronic format.

12.2 Point Count Survey Protocol
Aim:
To assess the species composition and abundance of birds at prescribed point or
locations.
Study Approach
The survey approach will follow procedures outlined by Bibby et al (2000). Bird
data will be collected using a standardized point count method (Bibby e al 2000)
and will provide information on bird species composition, abundance and density
within prescribed areas and/or habitats of the site. Point counts will also be
conducted at stations, to be determined.
Point Count Location and Timing of Observations
For each study location at least 10 point count locations will be selected using
a stratified random method. Stratification will be based on the areas that have
apparently suitable habitat for terrestrial birds. In order to minimize overlap
between sites and/or the potential to multi-count the same individual birds, the 10
point count locations will be at least 150m apart. Each point count location will be
marked using a Global Positioning System (GPS).
Observations will begin within one hour of dawn and will continue until
approximately mid-morning (ca. 11:00am), but may end earlier if the observers
believe that activity has declined and the surveys may not be accurately
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representing the bird community. Typically, non-aquatic (terrestrial) bird activity
declines with increasing ambient temperature. Thus, observers will consider the
weather conditions, particularly temperature, when deciding to terminate a survey
effort. Point counts will not take place during rain or wind conditions greater than
20mph. A description of the habitat type, structure and condition will be made at
each point location during one of the survey visits. Observers will record the date
as dd/mm/yyyy.
Point Count Method
Observers will walk to a survey point and will wait for at least two minutes for the
birds to settle following possible disturbance by the observer. The point count
will be conducted over five minutes with the data entered into the corresponding
time period on the Point Count Field Sheet. The total survey period at each point
count location is five minutes. Observers will record all birds seen or heard both
within and outside a 30m radius.  The identification technique i.e., visual ‘V’ or
audible ‘A’ will be noted. Only one person will conduct the count and their name
will be entered onto the Point Count Field Sheet. Birds that are clearly flying well
above the site and apparently not associated with the site will not be included on
the survey sheet.  If necessary, observers may use binoculars to aid identification.
On completion of the point count the observer will walk quietly to the next point
count location and repeat the recording process. Training and quality control of
field worker’s bird identification skills and their ability to estimate distance will be
provided (e.g., through tape playback) but not during the point count surveys. The
training will also assist in minimizing variability between observers.
Data Quality Control and Quality Assurance
At the end of each point count the observer will check that the information and data
are complete and legible. Data will subsequently be transposed to an electronic
data sheet (Excel) prior to analysis. A check of a random 20% of the data set will
be performed to ensure that no transcriptions errors exist between the field data
sheets and the electronic format.
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12.5 Bird Species List
The following pages provide a bird species list for the six islands of the Dutch
Caribbean. Note this is not a full or exhaustive list and only contains those species
for which three or records have been obtained.
A four letter code is provided for the English name for each species. The English
and scientific names are provided. The ‘Guide’ column refers to the page number
that the species may be found in either Raffaele et al 2003 (without a letter prefix),
or Restal 2007 (with the prefix ‘R’).  
The status code is an estimated level of relative abundance. Island codes are as
follows, St. Maarten (STMA), Saba (SABA), St. Eustatius (STEU), Aruba (ARUB),
Curaçao (CURA), Bonaire (BONA). Preliminary status codes are provided for
each species on each island. We encourage observers to comment upon these
status codes and to provide alternative status estimates as their knowledge of bird
populations increase.
Observers may also wish to consult Prins, T.G., J.H. Reuter, A.O. Debrot, J.Wattel,
& V. Nijman, 2009. Checklist of the birds of Aruba, Curaçao, and Bonaire, South
Caribbean. Special Issue of Ardea 97 (2), 2009.
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Conservation handbook
Nature parks of the
Dutch Caribbean
Aruba

Fundacion Parke
Nacional Arikok
Santa Cruz 82-A, Aruba
tel: +297-992-9376

Bonaire

STINAPA Bonaire
Barcadera, Bonaire
tel: +599-717-8444
www.stinapa.org

Curaçao

CARMABI
Piscadera Baai, Curaçao
tel: +599-9-462-4242
www.carmabi.org

Saba

Saba Conservation
Foundation
Fort Bay, Saba
tel: +599-416-3295
www.sabapark.org

St Eustatius

STENAPA
Gallows Bay, Statia
tel: +599-318-2884
www.statiapark.org

St Maarten

Nature Foundation
St Maarten
Wellsburg road 1-A apt. 25
Phillipsburg, St. Maarten
tel: +599-544-4267

DCNA’S activities are funded
through the support of the
Dutch Postcode Lottery and
the Dutch Ministry of the
Interior (BZK).
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